Salient Service Minder ® MAX
Performance Management for Maintenance & Repair Operations

Salient Corporation was founded in 1986. Our only business
is helping companies quantify, monitor and improve profits,
growth and efficiency. We help decision-makers see faster,
easier and more clearly how their own work adds value. We
deliver never-before-possible visibility, accountability and control.
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Maintenance & Repair
Management is a difficult business, with assets of many different kinds,
fixed and rolling warehouses full of parts, technicians with widely varying
skills, and far-flung customers who want immediate attention. Add to this
the natural constraints of time and distance and it becomes clear that fast
and continuous access to timely intelligence is critical for controlling costs.
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Introducing

Service Minder MAX
®

Making the connection...in real time.
The Service Minder MAX system puts the right information where it counts,
when it counts, directly in the hands of the people who make the daily
decisions that determine results. Service Minder MAX is based on Salient’s
UXT® high performance data exploitation system. UXT tracks financial
and operational data in real time. It integrates data from any source, work
orders, accounts receivable, payroll, etc., into a comprehensive accounting
of the activity of the enterprise. Performers, managers and executives all
get a never-before-possible capability to correlate their own actions to costs,
efficiency and productivity. MAX lets them see the connection graphically,
continuously, in real time.

Service Minder

®
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How Service Minder MAX Works
MAX lets managers and others package intelligence on the fly by pointing
and clicking on “tabs”, rows or graphics. They can start from anyplace and
go anywhere... drill into any model, asset, region, technician, key account (in
any order)... zoom in on any month, week, day, etc.

Investigation of Costly Assets

Here is an example of a graphical
drill to find assets with high repair
costs during a three-month period.
Set expectations on the fly - who or
what passes or fails.
For example, assets with total repair
costs over, say, $50.

Just double-click to list assets with
costs above the acceptable limits.

Another click reveals more about
any particular asset. For example,
trend its repair history over time.
On the following pages, you’ll see
other examples that represent how
everyone can use MAX to find
exactly the information they need to
achieve maximum performance.
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Click.
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Work Management
Work orders contain the history of maintenance and
repair operations. MAX organizes every fact (costs,
time, parts, etc.) so that everyday managers can
identify areas for improvement and act quickly. Here
is a sampling of several bookmarks, or “starting
points” that a typical manager might look at to
begin his or her day.

Some examples of what you can do:
• Compare key indicators across models, assets, technicians,
geographic areas, markets, repair types, etc.
• Compare any indicator across several time-frames and/or to
budgeted goals.
• Trend efficiency, productivity and safety over time.
• Find performance outliers by repair cost and usage (or any
other measures).
• Score mechanics/technicians by their performance (hours
per work order, number of work orders, parts utilization, etc.).

Repair Cost and Time Comparisons

Click.

Compare work order counts, assets,
costs, and repair time vs a year ago
or any other time.
Compare multiple timeframes (this
week, four weeks, thirteen weeks,
and year-to-date).
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Multiple Time Comparisons in One View

Click.

Instantly, break down any piece of
data into its component parts.

Mechanic Efficiency

Click.

Compare mechanics by changes in
efficiency (time and cost per work
order). A graphic makes it easy to
see who is or isn’t improving.

Budgets vs. Results

Compare budgeted goals for
maintenance and repairs to realtime results.
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Click.

Year-Over-Year Performance

Compare year-over-year work
order trends by customer, region,
mechanic, model, asset, or any
other way.

Click.

Cost Trends

Trend travel costs, parts costs and
labor costs over time.
In one second, smooth the graph to
see general trends.

Click.

Safety Incident Tracking

For any route, area, division, etc.,
compare year-over-year safety
trends.
Safety Incidents

Safety
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Location Analysis by Time or Cost

Click.

Plot, then list locations with the
highest labor and travel times.

Average Time Per Task

Find the amounts of time typically
required to perform various tasks.
For example, preparation usually
takes between 0.5 and 2.49 hours.
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Asset Management

Some examples of what you can do:
• Ensure appropriate asset placements. Match capacities to
needs.

Whether your company operates machines, vehicles,
computers, or other types of assets, every single
piece of equipment represents a significant
investment. It is critical that you know exactly
where those assets are and how well they are
operating. MAX integrates asset locations, histories,
conditions, capacities, failures, etc. from fixed asset
files, warranties, inspections and other sources to
improve asset performance.

• Integrate any measures such as efficiency and depreciation
to see the true cost and value of every asset.
• Track asset locations through plants, repair shops,
customer locations, etc.
• Facilitate the retirement of assets. Identify assets with
high repair costs, find replacement equipment, and track the
assets through the disposal or sale process.

Click.

Capacity and Turns

Compare asset capacity to usage.
Quickly, double-check asset
placements.
Highlight over and under
performers. You set the criteria,
for example, here red indicates
that volume was less than capacity
during a one month period.

Placement

Location [All Locations]

Capacity
Total Asset: 2888
Capacity

Volume

Turns (Volume/Capacity)
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Fuel Efficiency

Click.

List, then sort vehicles by % change
in fuel efficiency.
In two clicks, change the data type
to correlate down time with in-shop
repairs.
For example, in a fleet of more than
600 vehicles, some show up with
numbers that require explanation.

Depreciation Costs

Click.

Integrate costs of depreciation to
see total costs for an asset type,
model, etc., all the way down to an
individual asset.

Model Comparisons

Click.

Compare models by Mean Time
Between Failure (MTBF).
MTBF (days)
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Asset Placement and Repairs Over Time

Click.

For any one asset, easily graph years
of placement history.
In two clicks, change the data type
to correlate down time with in-shop
repairs.

Asset Retirement

Click.

Identify likely candidates for
retirement by age, costs per asset,
or any other way.
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Customer Service

Some examples of what you can do:

MAX can integrate customer information from any
source (contracts, surveys, complaints, etc.) to help
you meet and exceed your customers’ expectations.

• Improve response times to increase customer satisfaction
and reduce “down time”.
• Develop and implement practical service standards.
• Measure and reward employees based on customer service
reports.

Click.

Customer Service Trends

Trend response times and number
of complaints over time.

Time

No. of Complaints

Dispatch Time (min)
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Travel Time (min)

No. of Complaints
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Revenue Tracking

Some examples of what you can do:

Oftentimes, revenue can be directly associated
with specific assets. If you track them, MAX can
integrate revenues at the asset level to reveal the
true productivity and value of every asset.

• Compare revenue to costs. Develop marginal performance
for every asset.

• Compare revenue between asset types, models, etc.

• Identify the assets that bring the most/least value to the
company.

Click.

Revenue vs. Costs

Compare revenue to service costs
by asset type. Mix columns show the
percentage from each type.

Sales

Just double-right-click to list
assets of any type. For example,
here coffee machines account for
19.6 percent of costs but just 6.6
percent of revenue.
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Inventory Management

Some examples of what you can do:

Most repair and maintenance operations keep
data about work schedules, orders placed and
inventory levels. MAX integrates all of these into a
comprehensive view of the supply chain, tracking
parts used, ordered quantities, parts costs, shipped
quantities, out of stocks, days of supply, projected
inventory, actual inventory, received quantities, etc.

• Spot stock shortages to reduce potential down time.

Stock Shortages

• Reduce inventory carrying costs.
• Optimize for JIT on both purchasing and distribution.
• Measure vendor performance by costs, service and quality
before placing orders. Reward the best performers by
establishing approved vendors.

Click.

Spot inventory shortages by site.
You can quickly find a nearby site
with excess inventory and make the
necessary transfer.

Days of Supply

Inventory

Days of Supply
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Click.

Asset Placement and Repairs Over Time

Trend parts received, parts requested,
and potential down time due to
shortages.

Model

Wessin509B

Simply draw a box about any area
of concern to find out more.
Pot. Down Time

Parts Received

Parts Received

Parts Requested
Parts Requested

Pot. Down Time

Pot. Down Time

Asset Retirement

Compare vendors by quantity
received, unit price, and average
turnaround time.

Click.

Part Type: 3/8 Steel Bearing

Units

Unit Cost

Avg Turnaround

H.P. Hood Inc.
Hardy Hardware Direct
Mitchell Resting Corp.
A.L.L. Parts
Workinghorse Steel
T.I.P.
Crandell’s Main Supply
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Dead Net Profit & Productivity
Dead net profit is the net result of all revenues and costs from every
business activity. Service Minder MAX brings all of these together, whatever
they are, in a comprehensive accounting of dead net profit contribution,
however you define it. The result is bottom line profitability available every
day at every level, for the individual asset or customer up to the enterprise.
But more than that, MAX shows how these transactional values relate
to business constraints and conditions. Finally, you can measure real
productivity (e.g. per asset, per mile, per hour, per technician) and provide
that information at the appropriate level to executives, managers, etc. With
MAX, everyone has timely, relevant information to optimize every decision
made and action taken.

Sources

(Counts & Occasions)
–
–
–
–

Purchase Records
Work Orders
Invoices
Any Transaction Record

Cost Drivers
–
–
–
–
–

Maintenance & Repair
Advertising & Marketing
Purchasing
Administrative Costs
Other Costs

Revenue
Generators
Net Profit Per
Asset, Customer, etc...

Environmental Data
Asset Counts, Head Counts, Distance,
Population, Rates, Space Parts, Other

Dead Net Productivity
Per Asset, Employee, Mile, Capita,
Hour, etc...
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– Services Sales
– Rentals
– Other Income
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Comprehensive Financial Analysis

Click.

For example, a P&L for the
entire company... or one asset.
For example, a P&L for the
entire company...

Dead net profit & growth

Dead net productivity
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What you’ll get with Service Minder MAX
Visibility and Control
Only Service Minder MAX delivers full P&L accountability everywhere. Its
unique combination of speed, specificity of information, simplicity in use and
personal utility that guarantees that nothing will go unnoticed, unmeasured
or unaccounted for. Only MAX can deliver a continuous, current P&L for every
single asset, event, product, person or place.
Speed, Precision and Simplicity
MAX is truly interactive. Every click calls out an immediate answer, which
means that people can start anywhere and easily drill to exact information
about the events, people, places and things they need to know about at the
moment to win the transaction. They never have to surrender granularity for
speed or vice versa.
Scale
Your business can never outgrow MAX. From millions to tens of billions of
details, Max can handle any size without giving up best-in-class performance.
Faster time to service (TTS), lower TCO
Service Minder MAX is a complete application that bolts on to the systems
you already have. It does not require consultants / designers to build an
application on top of the technology. It deploys in weeks.
ROI
Expect to improve your operating margins by 3% or more within 3 months.
MAX is fast enough and easy enough for your people to improve their
productivity without increasing their workload.
Peace of Mind
Absolute transparency. Instant access. Fingertip control. No limits.
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Tech Talk:
Service Minder MAX is a tightly integrated business performance
management application that bolts on to several back office processing
sources (no IT changes are necessary). User access is from anywhere via
TCP/IP LAN, WAN and Net.
Its data engine /server is highly scalable… to billions of transactions…
without compromising speed or granularity. It exploits all means…
compression, n-dimensional grid indexing, SMP and MPP and more… to
deliver maximum intelligence in minimum time to hundreds or thousands of
on-line users. It integrates transactional and causal data from any source.
Its “Minder” client is a user driven intelligence assembler and presenter. It
operates on both fat and thin Windows® clients and reports in real time.

Service Minder™ MAX
Your Existing Data Sources
– Work Order Systems
– Transaction Processing Systems
– Virtually Any Other Source

Work Orders

*Salient UXT™ (Universal eXchange Tracker)

Utilization
Data

A super-scalable in-memory
intelligence processing and
visualization technology platform
developed by Salient. Utilized by
over 35,000 individuals,
now in 53 countries.

Asset
Placement

Parts, Costs,
Depreciation

Client on
Corporate Network

Mobile
Synchronizing
Users

Customer &
Mechanic Records

Web Access
– Portal to Thick Client
– Zero Imprint Browser Application
– Intreractive Dashboards
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“There are a lot of reports we deal with and
(before) only a handful of people who could
do them and it would take a day or two.
With our Salient system, we can do them
right away. It puts more information in the
hands of more people.”
		
Tim Kostich, Accountant
Discount Drug Mart, Ohio

“It’s revolutionary! The real value added is how
it interfaces with our data warehouse. We could
always use a spreadsheet to distribute and analyze
the data from our warehouse, but it was very
cumbersome. Salient made the whole process
invisible. It’s a real client-server system with on-line,
real-time information.”
Silver Eagle Distributing Co.
(Anheuser-Busch Distributor)
Houston,TX

203 Colonial Drive, NY 14845 USA phone 800.447.1868 www.salient.com
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